NETWORKING FEATURE

Video Highlights from IoT Event LoRaWAN Live! 2019 In Berlin

The recent LoRaWAN Live! Event in Berlin, Germany underscored the vitality and excitement of the wireless IoT industry. LoRaWAN is positioning itself as the default wireless IoT infrastructure technology. The event’s presentations were very well attended, and the exhibit area was full of innovative solutions. Read more

NETWORKING NEWS

Kerlink’s Wirnet Gateway Simplifies LoRaWAN Network Deployment

Kerlink’s latest member of its Wirnet gateway family delivers 4G backhaul connectivity with fully integrated internal antennas, simplifying outdoor LoRaWAN IoT network deployments and management. Read more

TECH BUSINESS NEWS

Analog Devices Opens U.K. Headquarters

Close to Heathrow airport, the new HQ office is also a convenient hub for the company’s domain specialists located in other Analog Devices locations such as Munich, Germany, Boston, U.S. and Limerick, Ireland. Read more
STMicro's MEMS Inertial Module Targets Demanding AR, VR, and Tracking Apps

STMicroelectronics LSM6DSR inertial module combines high stability with advanced digital features, low power consumption, and small size for head-mounted displays, wearable trackers, smartphones, robotics and drones.

Read more

Imec Doubles Energy Density of its Solid-State Batteries to 400Wh/Liter

The Imec research and innovation hub unveiled a solid-state Li-metal battery cell with an energy density of 400 Wh/liter at a charging speed of 0.5C (2 hours) at the European Electric Vehicle Batteries Summit in Berlin.

Read more

Infineon Launches XENSIV PAS210 Miniaturized CO2 Sensor

Infineon Technologies has developed a CO2 sensor technology based on photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS), which uses a high-sensitivity MEMS microphone as a detector.

Read more

Panel Discussion: IIoT/Industry 4.0 Workload Consolidation

Sponsored by Dell Technologies, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Wind River

VIEW NOW

The Growing LoRaWAN Community

At the recent LoRaWAN Live! Conference in Berlin, we had a chance to talk to Shekeb Fateh, the Director of Business Development at Miromico, a company providing electronic system design services.

Read more